
                                                    Glinting soldiers march in June
                                                   Jut-chin khaki-clothed hug-tight.
                                                    Assembly-line, they march to B
                                                    To assault HQ and determine if
                                                       They are to be or not to be 
                                                   Dispatched by the grace of God
                                                 To their graves in the home country,
                                                    Flown by plane and shipped by
                                                   Ship over sea to the ground. No
                                                   Man present wants to greet their
                                                    Family by that grizzled path, or
                                                     Present their daughters with a
                                                  Port-soaked shirt, two bullet-holes
                                                     For eyes: better to surprise the
                                                  Natives in their hive and send them
                                                   Flying; don’t wait to be stung one
                                                       By one under a Martian sun,
                                                   Tethered by supply lines, fettered
                                                   By a fetid moral code imposed by
                                                  Left-leaning legislators safe in bed;
                                                   Strike full-front, roll the dice while
                                                   You have them, and eternal glory
                                                    To whatever scoundrels we call
                                                   Winner! This was the plan, as far
                                                   As it was a plan, and the soldiers
                                                     Had marched far to carry it out,
                                                    When birds flew from the forests
                                                      On either side of the soldiers.
Men!                                         Muscle-memory usurped their minds:                                        Run,
Oppression                                  As one they unlatched their safety                              Run tyrants   
Stamps our land                        Locks and pointed their sharp guns                         From the tide!            
Into a debased                         Outward like the quills of a porcupine.                      The east wind                   
Coin, a chip to be                      The buzzing of gunshot announced                        Will help blow                  
Bartered, wagered,                   Them; over the river they streamed                     Your ships home!                     
Pressed into service                   On the left, over the paddies they                    See them tremble;                     
To maintain the very                   Padded on the right like hoarded           They’re leaves, not men!                      
Servicemen you see                    Lightning burst its banks; nozzles           Leave our land, scatter,                                
before you! Flip the coin,            Shone from the ranks and riddled     Scuttle; on, on, on! On this                                
Launch the attack! Kill, kill,       The barbarians, answer for answer.             Day let night fill the                           
Snap that arrogant column,         This catechism had barbs: down               Despots’ hearts, what
Break it in half and shatter         Fell all, one by one to two by two,           Heart they have break                                                           
The pieces! Liberty, freedom,         Each body on each side sieved         In two! Shoot the whites                                    
Truth: lies! Let freedom reign,         Through like velvet cheesecloth,     Of their eyes, send them                                                                 
Beat ploughshares into swords           Arms bent like legs, legs bent       Home blind! Have courage:                                                                      
And slaughter them all! The yoke          Like the sticks in their lifeless         If the line totters the                                                                      
   Is for the ox, not the farmer; when      Hair, scrambled eggs in one       Land falls! Deserters                                                             
         They steal our lives they steel us        Uniform or another stained       Will be shot! Hold,                                                                                   
               To take theirs, exchanging fire            The same uniform colour.      Hold: run! Retreat!                               
                           Is a fair exchange - change        Those that lived tripped             Our farms are                     
                                       Positions! On, on: charge!  On corpses and became                   Razed, all            
                                                    Only gamblers win Corpsed themselves;                           Hope is       
                                                          And Justice loads The crescendo of fire                           Lost!   
                                                                 The dice on Blazed into ashes                                                                    
                                                                             Our Until it ticked to                                                                   
                                                                          Side? The metronome                                                                 
                                                                                     Of a single                                                                 
                                                                                      Heartbeat.                                                               



                                                                                      The lone                                                                
                                                                                         Soldier                                                               
                                                                                             Shot                                                              
                                                                                                At                                                              
                                                                                            Shadows,                                                             
                                                                                             Drenched                                                             
                                                                                                     In                                                            
                                                                                                  Terror.                                                              
                                                                                                     Victory                                                              
                                                                                                          Was
                                                                                                              His.
                                                   
                                                   


